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A group of (a l Poly students recently completed a campus beautification project, installing trees and a bench near the Mathematics and Science
huilding

Tree planting project completed after four years
Ashley Citillo
MUMANC. DAIIY

With summer sunshine rapidly approach
ing, students seeking shade on campus have
the opportunity to enjoy the comfort of trees
planted and a bench installed by forestry and
national resource students.
Last week, the four year-long project cre
ated by two alternating classes, urban forestry
and community forestry, marked successful
completion with the addition of a plaque
dcdiiated to the students involved.The install
ment is between the Alan A. Erhart Agricul
ture and Mathematics and Science buildings.
National resource management professor

Richard Thompson said students learned how
to get a plan approved and the complications
involved in the process. Learning how to nav
igate the political and administrative policies
to institute an environmental change was an
important e.xperience, he said.
“ IMantmg a tree is a fairly simple act, but to
do that in an urbanized enviromnent is a big
deal,” Thompson said.
Students presented their ideas to the di
rector of facilities and the landscape advisory
board at ('al Poly to be approved.The students
had to consider aesthetic appeal on campus as
well as prevent interference with any under
ground facilities.
C'hmese Flame and Polonia, two types of

subtropical tree species, were selected to be
planted on the campus because C'alifornia’s
Mediterranean climate is appropriate for
them.
Bill Kellogg, agriculture education and
communication professor and a licensed con
tractor, provided help and technical support
with the concrete portion of the prtijeet,
which required pouring the cement founda
tion and constructing the bench.
Forestry and national resource senior
Shane Larsen was one o f the lead students in
volved in the project. The main goals of the
project are to understand the health and social
see Planting, page 2

Poly club’s vehicle gets 2,358 MPG, second place
Matt Fountain
MUM AM . m i l V

C'al Poly took a top spot at the Auto C'lub
Speedway in Fontana this weekend in a race that
tested not speed, but longevity.
The university earned second place out of 44
participating schcxds in the 2009 Shell Eco-marathon Americas, an annual competition where
student-built vehicles compete to achieve the
longest distance using the least amount of ftiel.
The C'ollege of Engineering Supermileage
Team, with its pmtotype vehicle the Bl.u k Wid
ow, got 2,3.58 miles per gallon.This years $5,000
grand prize went to Laval University, of Quebec,
who reached 2,757 miles per gallon.
“The guys did ga'at,” mechanical engineer
ing associate pmfessor and team advisor Tom
Mase said.“ It makes me pnnid to see how they
R'presented Poly, from the registration of the
event to talking with the media. They are in
credibly puifessional and its great to see students
organize and perform so w’ell in an event as big

as this.”
Even though the competition was higher
this year with more schotils participating in the
event, no team was able to meet the record of
2,843 miles per gallon set last year by Mater Dei
High School, of Evansville. Ind.
The Shell Eco-marathon is an annual in
ternational competition where students design,
construct and test vehicles to achieve the high
est possible ftiel-efliciency. The competition is
held globally each year and participants include
universities, high schools, amateurs and even
motor manufacturers.
It features participants from both North and
South America. This years roster included 44
teams from 29 universities and six high schools
from the United Stites, Canada, Mexico and
Br.izil, as well as a guest team from India.
The Pmtotype competition featured 28
combustion-engine vehicles, five using friel cell
and hyduYgen technology, three using liquefied
see Vehicle, page 2
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The Cal Poly SuperMileage team continued
their success at the Shell Eco-Marathon com
petition, coming in second place this year.

C'al l^oly and University of C'alifornia, Santa Barbara will soon share
more than just a rivalry.
The recently-launched center for
C.ollaborative Engineering Research
and Education combines the C'al Poly
undergraduate engineering program
with graduate research at UC'SB.
UC'SB director and mechanical
engineering and materials professor
Anthony Evans said the center is a fo
rum for people on both campuses to
learn about difrerent projects by tak
ing advantage o f the complimentary
skills of the students.
Evans said the quality of research
will likely increase because o f C'al
Poly’s strength in building designs,
fabrications and testing devices, com
plimented by UC'SB’s strengths in the
ory, simulation and process science.
“ In the end, those two skill sets
are needed to have successful research
outcomes; that’s why it’s such a good
idea,” Evans said. “ I think this will al
low us to develop a larger research
initiative for a greater international
impact.”
C'al Poly mechanical engineering
professor and co-director of the cen
ter Thomas Mackin hoped to better
integrate research and innovation into
the curriculum since he came to C'al
Poly.
“ I’ve always wanted to engage un
dergraduates in research because I
think they are really creative and can
do really high-level research,” Mackin
said.
Currently, students from C'al Poly
travel with Mackin once a week
to spend a day doing research with
UC'SB graduate students. Last week,
Mackin took his current team o f three
undergraduate students, David Lavelle,
Dan Fisher and Jj Siefert to conduct
research on improvised explosive de
vices (lEDs).
Mechanical engineering junior
Lavelle said his project aims to design
advanced armor plating to protect
U.S. troops. To do this, the team is
simulating a landmine explosion and
testing the force that the exploding
sands exerts on the bottom of military
vehicles.
“If we can get a proper model, we
can go to an organization and run the
real tests,” Lavelle said.
He added that being able to do re
search earlier in college is very valu
able and an incredible opportunity
see Unity, page 2
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He said that he hopes to see
other students get involved with
hiture projects.
The research — including ex
perimentations and simulations
— IS tunded by government agen
cies and research project agencies,
Mackin said. The center is also
writing proposals to the federal
government for monetary support
and 111 the future, Hvans said, they
hope to receive corporate spon
sorship.

continued from page /

to grow as a student and an en
gineer.
“ It’s an lionor to be involved
and a great experience,’’ l.avelle
said. “ The great thing about research is that everything you do
contributes to a greater sum ot
knowledge.”
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“We imagine that once we
have a formalized framework we
will write joint proposals to the
National Science Foundation to
try to establish other activities as
sociated with the center and try
to get funding to support the ac
tivities,” Mackin said.
Although Its name, C'ollaborative Tingineering Research and
Education, sounds restricted to the
particular discipline, Mackin said
that could change. He wants to be
the first to show that collabo
ration can be successful, which
would be the start of Itroader re
lationships, Mackin said.
“My guess is that in the next
few years other people in the
(College of Engineering will
jump on board,” he said. “As
people get to know about it in
both institutions, they are abso
lutely welcome to engage be
cause these type of activities can
benefit everyone.”
Working with this center,
Mackin said, would allow for a
^feamless way to continue on to
get their master’s degree at Cial
Eoly and doctorate at UCiSlk
The specific objectives will
teach students a basic set of skills
of how to do research, which can
then be transferred to all sorts of
projects.
“ I lu)pe that this collabora
tion leads to greater recognition
for Ckil l\)ly and greater oppor
tunities for students to want to
go to our institution,” Mackin
said.
“We want to put people
into leadership positions where
they’re setting the agenda for the
nation.”
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Vehicle
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petroleum gas, another three with so
lar power and two using diesel fuel.
The 2009 Eco-marathon also
included for the first time an UrbanConcept category. As opposed
to the Prototype categriry, where
vehicles are designed specifically for
maximum fuel efficiency and feature
streamlined bodies for drag reduc
tion, entries in the UrbanC Concept
category are designed as more “road
worthy” fuel-efficient vehicles and
are closer in appearance to cars.
(irand prize for the UrbanConcept category went to the 2008
Prototype champs, the Mater Dei
Supermileage I'eam, whose vehicle.
Street liuggy, won them $5,000 with
a mileage of 4.13 miles per gallon.
Other categories included best
prototypes for Enel C'ell/Hydrogen
and Solar Ikiwer vehicles; a best EcoI )esign award, recognizing the team
that incorporated recycled and ecofriendly materials into the produc
tion of their vehicle; a Safety award
for those that best met the safety
regulations of the Eico-Marathon;
best Rvhnological Innovation, in
which Cial Poly earned third place;
best Design, rewarding originality
and an twerall cohesive design; best
Communications, for the team that
best promoted the competition; and
best Team Spirit, this year going to
George M.Schurr High School, who
actually lent one of their vehicles to
another team whose prototype was
not able to compete.
I bis year also included the Per
severance in the l ace of Adversity
award, which went to Cdiitkara Insti
tute of Engineering A Technology’ in

Planting
continued from page /

benefits anil multiple uses that trees
provide to the community, he said.
“ People are drawn to trees for
the protection and the coverage
that they provide,” Larsen said.
“The trees planted will hopefully
shade the bench and make it a
more comfortable eiivironment.”
l.arsen, president of the logging
team at the time of the bench in
stallment, received help with con
struction from many logging stu
dents, who helped form, frame and
finish the project. Pavers were laid
in front of the bench to match the
rest of campus.
“ It’s good to gi> timnigh every
stage of the process, from planning
to digging holes and seeing the fiti-

India and l.ouisiana State University,
who overcame a death in the team
to compete in the marathon. LSU
named their vehicle Ellen, after their
teammate.
“The Shell Eco-marathon is a
platform for students to let their
imaginations run wild,” said Mark
Singer, global prttject manager for
the Shell Eco-marathon, in a press
release. “By encouraging these stu
dents to build vehicles with greater
energy efficiency, we hope this will
help inspire others; and together we
can find solutions that will help meet
, the global energy challenge.”
This was rile third consecutive year
the Cal Poly Supermileage Team’s
participated in the event. In 2007,
the Black Widow earned them the
grand prize, with 1902 miles per gal
lon. Last year, the team placed second
in the competition, while improving
their mileage to 2,752 per gallon.
According to mechanical engi
neering freshman and Supermileage
Team member Gabriel Mountjoy, al
though they did not reach last year’s
mileage, the team was “very pleased.”
“It w'ent extremely well — bet
ter than we expected, you could say,”
Mountjoy said. “ I mean, we placed
first for all the American teams.”
Mountjoy said the design of this
year’s track contributed to the lower
mileage with twice as many turns as
last year, fiircing the Black Widow to
Ixirn more gas while cruising less.
“We burned through twice as
much fuel this year,” he added.“But,
overall, the race went really well ...
We’ll definitely be participating next
year.”
In addition to competing in the
Prototype category, ('al Poly is ex
pected to enter a vehicle into UrbanC aincepts for next year’s compe
tition.

ished product. It was just a picture
on a piece of paper bef ore and now
you can sit on it,” he said.
riiompson said that in addition
to this project, forest and national
resource students are also involved
111 providing management direction
for Pisiiio Beach city parks.
“Students are always appreciative
of classes where they can actually
get out and help people and make
a change in their eiiviroiiment.”
he said. “ The students can come
back years later and say, ‘I planted
that tree; I built that wall and look
at all the shade it is providing the
building and the people.’ I think it
would make you feel proud.”
“ I think it looks beautiful; I
think It turned out to be a verypretty sitting area for anybody
that’s going to want to sit down for
a minute,” Kellogg said.
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State Briefs Dozens ‘lie down’ at Capitol for Columbine
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Dole I resh f ruit ('o. has atciisecf
two attorneys of reeriiiting clients
to make false claims that a pesti
cide made them sterile while they
worked on Nicaraguan banana
farms.
A three-day hearing opens Tues
day to review 1)ole s allegations
that all but one of eleven plaintiff's
in two upcoming cases had never
worked on a banana farm and the
men were paid and coached by
Los Angeles-based attorney Juan
Dominguez and his colleague in
Nicaragua, Antonio Hernandez
Ordenana.
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Thirteen people lay down to symbolize those killed in the
Columbine school shooting at a Columbine Remembrance
and Rededication on the 10th anniversary of the Columbine
attack, at Colorado’s Capitol in Denver on Monday.

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Afternoon smoke breaks took on
added meaning Monday as pot ad
vocates observed what has become
their unofficial national holiday.
At the UniversiU' of Galifornia
Santa Chiiz, impromptu gather
ings on camptis have become such
a problem that administrators were
closing some campus entrances
.Monday afternoon, hoping to dis
courage s'lsitors .ind redtice the risk
of people driving around impaired
pedestrians. They also sent a letter
to parents of freshmen.

Graduating?

Dozens of people participated in a “liedown” at Cxilorados state Capitol Monday
to demand stricter gun control and mark
the 10th anniversary of the C'olumbine
High School shootings.
Thirteen people representing those
killed at (x)lumbine lay like spokes of a
wheel at the west steps of the C.apitol.
They had wrapped blue and white ribbons
around their necks, the official colors of the
suburban Denver school.
C'ithers kneeled nearby as the names of
the 23 injured in the .April 20, 1099, attack
also were read.
Among them was Mallory Sanders,
grancfcLiughter of slain teacher Dave Sand
ers, and Steve Wewer,godfiither of slain stu
dent 1)aniel Mauser.

1)aniel s father. lom M.iuser, said he re
alized some might question his .ippear.ince
at a ceremony with a political, though not
partisan, overtone on the solemn occ.ision.
Hut he said he doesn’t think the country
has done enough to stop gun violence
since Columbine.
“I would just say,‘Why wouldn’t we do
this tocLiy?’” Mauser said. “...We have be
come desensitized. We shake our heads and
say, ‘Whac a shame,’ but we don’t do very
much about it.”
Mauser wore the Vims shoes his son w.is
wearing the day he was killed, shoes that
were held in evidence until five years ago.
Above the rally, the United States and
Colorado state Hags flew at half-staff at the
Ciapitol, as ordered by (iov. Hill Ritter. A
giant blue ribbon memorializing CColum
bine hung from the outside of the CCapitol’s
gold dome.
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SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP)
A federaljiiifge s,iid MoiicLiy he will
review records of f Bl iiic|uiries into
sewr.il Muslim groups and actisists
who claim they h.ive been unfairly
spied on and ciuestioned.
Judge (airiiuc J. (\irney or
dered the I HI to turn over more
than 1<K) p.iges of documents the
.igency holds on 11 .Muslim activ
ists .iiid organiz.itions to determine
w hether the information should be
released to the public or protected
under federal law.
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WORD ON THE STREET

“What will you do throughout
this week to keep cool?”

Valeneia

Townhouse
Apartment Living
For Students

“I’ll do all my homework in
the labs at school instead of
at my house.”
- Ryan Reck,
computer science graduate

Great Amenities...
Youf own bedroom in 3-B edroom Units
Each Bedroom is individually leased
Fitness center equipm ent and H eated Pool
C om puter Lab with F R E E Internet Access
R ecreation C enter/Billiards/Ping Pong
T V Lounge with 7 2 ” Big S creen and V C R
W alk to Shopping C en ter and R estaurants
O n S L O C ity Bus R oute
C o n v e n ie n t Leasing O ptions
R educed N oise Hours after 10pm

“I’ll hop into the pool at the Rec
Center and wear board shorts
whenever possible.”

G PA Discount of 5 % -1 0 % for Superior G rades
Full-tim e M ain ten an ce D epartm ent
24 hour Staffing for A fter-H ours A ssistance
W e Accept Visa or M astercard
N e w ly re n o v a te d R ec C e n te r

- Bran Azzopardi,
construction management senior

Apply Now and Recieve

$150 oH

1ST MONTHS RENT
WITH THIS COUPON

“I’ll drink a lot of water and eat
a lot of ice cream.”
- Jamie Foley,
nutrition freshman

O n - s I te T o u r s W e e k d a y s 9 a m - 5 p m
5 5 5 R am ona Drive, San Luis Obispo C A 9 3 4 0 5
tel 8 0 5 -5 4 3 -1 4 5 0 fax 8 0 5 -5 4 3 -1 4 7 7
WWW valenciaapartm ents com
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Nom ination Deadline: May 16«2009
The Cal Poly chapter of the California Faculty Association
(CFA) is seeking nominations from students,faculty and staff
for the ‘'Distinguished Lecturer Awards." The awards are given
annua My to Cal Poly lecturers from any department or program.
Criteria: teaching excellence is the primary criterion, but if the
nominee has engaged in professional development activities
and service as well, these items should be mentioned.
Please provide specific examples that support your nomination
and include the name of the nominee and department as well
as your name and department and contact information.

Previous award winners are not eiigibie.The foHowing
iist of award winners is provided.
' - m

MohaiAgraWai
KlniBoHah
Cynthia Breaux
Baihara Diank
Zeljfca Howaid

Para IMaikin
Jero Ramsay
Jim Cushing
Robert Ciark
Kerry Cochran

.

To nominate someone send your nomination through campus
mail to
Dorothy Pippin
CFA Office
Building 38-141
or email to
dpiipin'^calpoly edu
A\^ard winners will recieve $500.00 and a plaque.These
awards will be presented at the CFA end of the year barbeque
to be held at Cuesta Park during finals week.
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How to do it right:
new column aims for inclusiveness
Sex and dating columnists, wc need to talk, f irst, let
me just say that I like the Mustatig Daily. Sure, the copyeditors don’t always catch every typo, and there’s the occasional scandal with plagiarizing (lazy) columnists, but
without the ilaily Word on the Street, letters to the editor
anil ctossword puzzles, my time between (and often dur
ing) ckisses would he spent... 1 don’t know,studying.And
dammit, that’s just not something I’m prepared to do.
Milt there is one .irea in which the I )aily has failed
me for the last four years: the sex and dating column.
Many of you have tackled this fwerest of the arts and
entertainment section in hopes of becoming the next
(kirrie Bradshaw, despite the fact that it is the character’s
overwhelming lack of understanding when it conies to
relationships that fuels both the comedy and drama of
that show. Your columns use obnoxious and often vulgar
slang in a feeble attempt to be in your face and push the
envelope. You assume that men and women live up to
stereotypes th.it both se.xes h.ive been trying to squash for
the p.ist few ilec.ides .iiiil dr.iw cliché conclusions based
in pop psychology. And l’\e yet to see any of you address
.ibstinent or non-heterosexual experiences.
OK, I know. I too hate people who whine .ibout a
problem w ithout offering am sort of solution, so let me
explain what I think a sex .iiid dating column should be.
It seems obvious that a sex column would be a great out
let to inform students about sex. Hie column’s primary
function should be to give information. Yes, the informa
tion that we all should have le.irned at le.ist by high school,
if not sooner, liipics could include: I low to tell if you h.ive
an ST I. what types of contr.iception are avail.ible to you.
where to get them and how effective they .ire and your
questions answered about L(iM f Issues.
Its second function should be to give an opinion about
relationship or sex-related topics. Why are you columnists
.iKv.iys so afraid to make an argument? If the topic is“l.ong
1)istance Kelationships — Worth the KfKirt?” the writer
will undoubtedly conclude with a vague “well, for some
people It can work and for some people it can’t, so you’ll
just h.ive to figure out what’s right for you.”
It’s like the terrible sex-ed mov
ies we’d watch in middle school that
would try to tell you that every feel
ing you h.ive is perfectly normal, even
if it’s different from someone else’s
experience. Mooixxiooring. I want a
column that says “long distance sucks,
don’t ever do it!’’Yeah, go ahead and
point out the merits of the side, but
then refute them. That’s what having
an opinion is about. And what’s the
worst that will happen? The Daily
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By Jenna Ray

might get S(KI letters from whiiiy freshmen about how
their long distance thing is faiit.istic? Awesome, you h.ive
H( MI re.iders!
l ook sex and iLiting columnists, I just don’t think this
thing between us is working. It’s not ymi. it’s me. I )eiiise is
a great writer who isn’t afraid to talk about haiidjobs and I
love that. But it’s just not enough for me aiiymore. I’d like
to see other columns, that’s why I’ve signed up. We can still
be friends if you like. Ibis isjust something I need to do for
myself at this point in my life.
IMi. Rverest. Bring it.
ja im Ray is <iu ¡:iii;lish saiior aud I'lic
ioluinnists.

D iiily’s sex

817 Palm Street (dowiitown near the Mission) | 805.541.5161
I
myspacc.com/thepalmthcarrc

mustangdaily.net
-It's the best thing
since sliced bread;

805 . 541.5111

www.tsbirl2uy.net
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7:00 and 9:00

theatre

Located at 817 Palm St.
Downtown near the mission

T-SHIRT

Gomorrah
Fri-Sat: 4:00,6:40,9:15
Sun: 1:15,4:00,6:40
Mon-Tues. &Thurs: 4:00,6:40
Wed: 4:00

Skills Lika This
Fri: 4:15, 7:00,9:15
Sat. 1:30,4:15, 7:00,9:15
Sun: 1:30,4:15, 7:00
Mon-Thurs: 4:15, 7:00

Sunshina Ciaaning
Fri: 4:15, 7 « ) , 9:15
Sat: 1:30,4:15, 7:00,9.15
Sun: 1:30,4:15,7:00
Mon-Thurs: 4:15,7:00

General Admission: S7.S0 Matinee SS.00
Monday All «hows SS.00
itiyspace.com/
(SOS)
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10% Discount on all
Cal Poly club orders!!!
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Les Misérables opens to large crowds and
PCPA in Santa IÎ
hosts popular tal
‘the miserable o
Mikaela Akuna
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The famous tale o f the unfortunate, “Les Misérables,” is
how playing at the Pacific Conservatory o f the Performing
Arts (PCPA).
Known as the Central Coast’s resident professional the
atre company, PCPA presents an all-star,cast including Erik
Stein and Sam Zeller as Inspector Javert and Jean Valjean
respectively, both Broadway and PCPA Alumni. The show
also features resident artists Andrew Philpot and Elizabeth
Stuart as the Thenardiers, Michael Jenkinson plays Marius,
Vanessa Ballam appears as Cosette and Valerie Rachelle as
Fantine as well as special appearances by young actors Alex
andra Medina and Michaela W hite as the Young Cosette and
Gavroche, respectively.
“Les Misérables,” based on the classic novel by Victor
Hugo, is a story o f unrequited love, vengeance, deception
and redemption.
The play spans two decades and chronicles the lives o f its
diverse group o f characters who come from all levels o f the
social arena, each living in their own way in the middle o f
the French Revolution.
Intended to be a commentary on the period’s social injus
tices, “Les Misérables” revolves around central character Jean
Valjean, who receives parole after a 19-year internment for
stealing a loaf o f bread.
When revolution strikes, every character’s life and every
thing around them begins to tear at the seams.
PC'PA’s rendition o f “Les Misérables” does a wonderful
job o f portrayin^^ the emotional strife o f every character.
Director
Roger DeLaurier and his team present an
rrformance that incorpo- ^
an-stage and behind-the;rfection. From lead to
; character, it is obvious
entire cast is committed
>nly the'performance but
individual characters,
yone >is so talented and
1 a m . so privileged to
get to work with iliis
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cast,” Sam Zeller
said.“When you put
in all the elements
and everyone does
W
their I homework
you get a pro^
duction like the
C
one we have.”
^^
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is much larger than
it is. The dynamic
y use o f moveable walls
S provides an interesting
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,tors on 'and off
stage.
To parallel the
creativity' o f stage
use, I choreogra
pher Michael Jen
kins has prepared a
Visual masterpiece in
the use o f “grid work
that the thrust stage
o f the Marian Theater
requires as well as .an
innovative use o f slow
motion acting.
“I’ve never actu
ally seen ‘Les Mis’ be
fore and I had heard
that they usually use
a revolving stage,
Droz said. *^I was
impressed
thal
they did the scen
ery change without that
typical aspect,”
Zeller and his stage foe,
Erik Stein, have worked to
gether before playing best
friends in a show called
“Babes in Arms.”
Hard sought to find an
imposing pe/son to match
the 6-foot-2 Zeller, the
6-foot-6
Stein
plays
an enticingly evil and
conflicted Javert.
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ground o f “Les
Misérables,”
Zeller
hopes
the
audience
will leave'with
\ .
a
sense
of
hope.
“ E v e n
though the title
means ‘the mis.lerable ones,’ and
^we look out into
•the
audience
couimisr photos
during
during the
tne flnale
nnaie “Let Miserables” opened at the Pacific Con*
and see people ,ervatory for the Ptrforming Arts (PCPA)
crying. Les Mis
April. The cast, including Sam Zeller as
is really about
Valjean, Alexandra Medina as the young
enjoying life and Cosette, Vanessa Bal lam as Cosene, Michael
telling you to do
„ Marius, Erik Stein as javert, Anp ^ d things with
Philpot as Thenardier, Valerie Rachelle
it, Zeller said. ^ Fantine and Christine Alvarez as Eponine
We re
really
ju PCPA until May 10, before
, telling a poignant
perform a month of
story.”
. ^
B r’
^
shows.
"Lei
Mis
érables” is being
{Performed at Hancock C ollege’s Marian Theatre in Santa
Maria and runs throughout the months o f April and May.
The play will then move to the Festival Theater in Solvang
through June and July. Ticket Prices vary from night to night
and can be viewed on the PCPA Web site.
' *
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DJ Sol
Native Lounge 1023 Chorro St San Luis Obispo CA 9340
Info: 805.547.5544 www.NativeLounge.com
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(805) 756-1796 editorial
(805) 756-1143 advertising
(805) 75^6784 fax
musLingdail>@gmail.com e-m ail

editors & staff
editor in chief Mariize van Romburgh
managing editor Giana Magnoli
news editor Rachel Glas
news designer O m ar Sanchez
wire editor Cassie Carlson
sports editor Scott Silvey
sports designer Kate Nickerson
online editor Lauren Rabaino
arts editor Emilie Egger
arts designer Milena Krayzbukh
copy editors Alex Kacik Jennifer
1itcomb, BreehanYohe-Mellon Megan
Massier

head photographer Knsten Hays
photographers Nick Camacho,
Patnek Fina Megan Keating, M att Fountain

layout manager Andrew Santosjohnson

advertising coordinator Jessica
Lutey

business managers Sarah Carbonel,
Ian Toner Bnttany Kelley

advertising managers Gaby Horta,
Ashley Singer C harlotte Lilley
ad designers Daryl Daley Justin Rodnguez Andrew Santos-Johnson, Mai-ChiVu,
Jason Cope. John Dixon, Sara Hamling

advertising representatives
Megan Dilley, Jessica Schnoeder Kacy
Shin, Jenny Staskus, Colin Pnnci, Brrttni
Klick, Knstin Coplan, Adam Plachta, Enka
Powers, Di^ew Toney

faculty adviser iemsa Allen
general manager Paul Brttick

write a letter
Mustang Daily reserves the nght
to edit letters fo r grammar, profanities
and length. Letters, com m entaries and
cartoons do not repm sent the views o f
the Mustang Daily. Please lim it length to
250 words. Letters should include the
w nter's full name, phone num ber m ajor
and class standing. Letters must com e
from a Cal Poly e-mail account D o not
send letters as an attachment. Rease
send the te xt in the body o f the e-mail.

By e-mail:
mustangda1lyop 1n 10n9@gma1l.com

By mail:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26. Room 226
a iP b ly ,S L Q C A 93407

corrections
The Mustang Daily staff takes pnde in
publishing a daily newspaper fo r the Cal
Fbly campus and the neighboring com 
munity. W e appreciate your readership
and are thankful for your careful reading.
Please send your correction suggestions
to

mustangdaily@gmail.com.

notices
The Mustang Daily is a "designated
pxjblic forum." Student editors have full
authority to make all content decisions
w ithout censorship o r advance ap
proval.
The Mustang Daily is a free newspa
per; however, the removal o f m ore than
one copy o f the paper pier day is sub
ject to a cost o f 50 cents per issue.
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"It's turned me into o cokl-heorted bastard"

Danish environmental efforts
should be mirrored by world
With LLirth Day tomorrow, now is a good parties, agreed late Thursday on the new tar
tune to reriect on the current state oi things. get, the (Miniate and Fnergy Ministry said in a
Lcnlay, with t] 0 2 levels at 3S5 parts per mil statement.T he Danish agreement calls for bet
lion, the disruptive impacts ot climate change ter subsidies for developing energy from wind,
are alreaily apparent. The Arctic ice cap, which biomass and biogas, and for two new wind
has shrunk by half its size since the 19.S()s, is parks to be built off the Scandinavian country’s
melting at an annual rate of 24,()0() square coast by 2012. (Tirs running on hydrogen fuel
miles, meaning that an expanse of ice the size will be exempt from taxes while the tax-free
of West Virginia is disappearing each year.
status of electric cars will be extended until
This year, the world is expected to burn 2012, according to the statement.
through some 31 billion barrels of oil, 6 billion
1 liad the opportunity to visit Denmark last
tons of coal and lOOtril,
year, and I was very
lion cubic feet of natii............ ........ —........Ml .................
impressed by this small
ral gas. The combustion
Scandinavian country.
of these fossil fuels will
1 split my time be
(Focus
on
sustainable
produce, m aggregate,
tween
(Tipenhagen
some 400 quadrillion
and Denmark’s R e
development)
is
even
britisli thermal units of
newable Fnergy Island,
energy. It will also yield
Samso.
Samso Island is
stronger than before. It’s
around 30 billion tons
located in the North
stronger
in
companies,
of carbon dioxide. Next
Sea, east of the Jut
year, global ci>nsumpland I’eninsula, which
and it’s stronger in
tion of fossil fuels is ex
makes it smack in the
pected to grow by about
center of the country
g(wernments.
and, at the same time,
2 percent, meaning that
— Björn .Stigson
emissions will rise by
in the middle of no
I’ri'suli-iU ot'Worlii O u m i k ' ss Coiiiu il
more than half a billion
where. Home to 4,300
Fur Sust.iiiuMi' I ti'wlopim-iit
tons, and the following
residents (mostly farmyear consumption is exers and fishermen), the
pected to grow by yet
island is unique be
another 2 percent.
cause it was the first to
bjorn Stigson, president of the World busi declare its intent to rely on renewable energy
ness C!oimcil for Sustainable Development for lo o percent of the island’s needs.
(WbC'SD), has overseen this global coalition
It all started in 1997 when Denmark held
of some 200 leading corporations since 199.5.
a national competition. The selected eommu“ rhe question I get from around the world nity would he home to a one-of-a-kind ex
is: Has sustainable development fallen olV the periment: T he winner would be expected to
table given there is a recession? My response convert all its energy supply to 100 percent
IS the opposite." he said last week. “What has renewable energy’ within 10 years. Because it
happened is that sustainable development has is an island that has no
come to a tipping point, m my view, and that conventional enthe focus on the strategic aspect on sustain
able development, climate change, and so on
— that focus is even stronger than before. It’s
stronger in companies, and it’s stronger in gov
ernments. The recession is not really a barrier
or a blockage.”
In Forbes magazine’s “Best CA)untries Fc^r
business, 2009’’ published last month, the
No. 2 pick is the good ol’ USA, but Forbes’
No. 1 ccYuntry for business — for the sec
ond year in a row — is uber-green Den
mark! Cilad to see that someone at Forbes
realizes aggressive government action
on renewable energy, energy efficiency
and carbcYn caps are good for business.
Danish (dimate Minister (Tinnie Hedegaard said, “The creaticiii of a stable
framework for investments in re
newable energy is in everyone’s
interest... Denmark is a world
leader and we intend tci con
tinue in the same mode.’’
Maybe us Americans could
learn a thing or two from the
'/
Danes. After all, we’re not used
to getting the silver medal in
//
international competitions.
Denmark aims to increase
its use of renewable energy to
20 percent of its overall energy
mix by the end of 2011, up from
15 percent today. Prime Minister Anders FoghRasmussen’s liberal-conservative government
(the liberal in Denmark’s liberal-conservative
party is a center right party, not a progres
sive party in the U.S. definition of the word
liberal), along with most other parliamentary

ergy rescYiirees of its own, Samso was an ideal
choice for such a controlled experiment.W hen
our grcYup visited the island, we were fortunate
to get a tour from Soren Hermansen, direc
tor of Samso’s Fnergy Institute. The person
able and entertaining Hermansen explained
how, without any direc t subsidy from the Dan
ish government, the islanders built a 50 mil
lion Fiiro energy system. Figlity perc ent of the
capital was raised from local investors, relying
only on Danish laws and regulations.
They heat their homes with grass burned
in a central heating system. Their electricity
comes from the wind, and they power their
vehic les on biofuel whic h they also grow. Sinc e
1998, Samso has been converting its energy
into renewable energy, and has been so suc
cessful that 100 percent of its electric ity conies
from wind power and 75 percent of its heat
conies from solar power and biomass energy.
With the c'ompletion ofan offshore wind farm
comprised of 10 beautiful turbines, Samso has
become carbon neutral. I he energy produced
by these wind turbines compensates for the is
land’s transportation emissions, iiuTiiding the
ferries, .md all other non-renewable energy
sources. In fact, sometimes Samso’s wind tur
bines produce so much energy that the island
sells It back to the mainland! T he residents of
Samso that 1 spoke to were dearly proud of
their aceomplishment. All the same, they in
sisted on their ordinariness. Fhey were, they
noted, not wealthy, nor were they especially
well educated or idealistic. Fhey weren’t even
terribly adventuresome.
“ We are a conservative farming comnumity" is how one Samsinger put it. “ We are only
normal people,” he said.“We are not some spe
cial pc'ciple.” Ordinary people doing extraordi
nary things — that’s all it takes.
lien lick'olil is n business senior, the
former president of the lim pow er
Poly C^otilition am i a M nstnni^ D a ily columnist.
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Capping malpractice payouts could be first
step toward affordable healthcare
y
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JIM MKFHAN

It IS obvious that Amvrica's hcaltluart* system is in the
dumps, yet I'resideut (')bama stresses that every citizen de
serves atVordable healthcare. It he is really serious about mak
ing healthcare atlordable, then all he needs to do to start ti.xing
the problem is to take one easy step.
Putting a monetary cap on the pain and sutlering part of
a medical malpractice suit (while leaving the rest unlimited)
will allow doctors to pay less insurance cost. With doctors
paying less insurance, they will be able start providing more
affordable health care, instead of passing the rate increase off
to patients.
In a 2U03 report, the (ieneral Accounting Office, which is
the auditing and investigative arm of the U.S. Cxingress, found
that "losses on medical malpractice claims, which make up the
largest part of insurers’ costs, appear to be the primary driver
of rate increases in the long run.”
States like Texas (and C'alifornia) understand this. From
2(M)3 to 2(K(5,Texas passed legislation to reform the way mal
practice suits were handled. With the iiiHux of doctors rieeing
from other states, there are now over 30 insurance companies
in Texas competing for business, which is driving rates down.
If you’re still not convinced, let me walk you through some
reasons why a cap would be the best and fairest thing for
Obama to do.
First and foremost, a cap would eliminate frivolous lawsuits
that are a chief cause for rising healthcare costs. Who is sup
posed to decide what a broken arm is worth? Is it $1(K),(KM>?

nkwsart

C^r S2(H).(MI(»? How does one measure mental suffering? A
cap would somewhat relieve the resptmsibility of a suppos
edly impartial jury by limiting the damages awarded for pain
to reasonable amounts.
How IS an impartial jury (that’s made up of emotional hu
man beings) supposed to believe this ‘rich’ doctor and insur
ance company when they feel so sympathetic for the plaintiff
who was wheeled out on a body cast?
C^n a side note, this is how 2(M)H Democratic presidential
candidate John Edwards made his fortune. As a trial lawyer,
the majority of his cases were related to medical malpractice.
1lis most notable cases involved suing doctors, charging them
with mistakes when children was born with cerebral palsy,
even though the disease is multifactorial. It it interesting to
note that Edwards would very rarely take a case in which the
child died, most likely because he then couldn’t parade the
child 111 front of the jury and receive an emotional verdict.
Although sympathy is justified, it leads the jury down the
road of rewarding a tremendously unfair verdict. The fact that
medicine is not a perfect science doesn’t help either.Two very
good doctors may come to different conclusions on the same
case. Juries may believe they are punishing the doctor for his
mistake, when in reality it could have easily been made by the
next doctor.
If the president puts a cap on the monetary rewards for
pain and suffering, there is still no limit on the amount one
can receive on lost wages and medical bills. The persons will

still be compensated tor any cost relating to tlie injury for
tlie rest of their life.
We are now starting to see a sliortage of medical pro
fessionals. Doctors are simply retiring or quitting their jobs
to avoid paying the insurance cost swhich can be up to
S2<)(),()(HI a year depending on a doctor's specialty. One side
effect is that doctors are less likelv to open small clinics be
cause they cannot afford that much starting overhead, fhey
now are more likely to work in large hospitals making them
more aloof and distant. Access to healthcare is more difficult
because of malpractice, as obstetric gynecology physicians
((')B/('iYN) often give up obstetrics (which they enjoy) and
solely practice gynecology because of the lower malpractice
risk.
Have you ever wondered why doctors choose their pro
fession? More often than not it's not because they wanted
to make lots of money, but because they actually cared for
people (gasp!) and wanted to cure them. Unfortunately, if
they are not able to take on the added insurance cost the
doctor who wants to provide for the sick and poor in his
or her community may not be able to. 1low has it become
acceptable to live in a society that has so many qualified doc
tors while still so many uninsured people?
If you're like me. then you're a fan of the movie "Tommy
lk)y."And thanks to David Spade we all know that the only
people who go to college for “a shade under a decade' is any
character played'by Cihris Farley, and doctors. The fact that
doctors undergo such an intense education and certification
process ensures that in this society, bad doctors are fevs and
far between. We don't need these lawsuits to ensure that bad
doctors are penalized. As previously stated, medicine is an
inexact science and the chance that any doctor could make a
mistake is probably in the same likelihood as any other doc
tor in his field. In fact the word medical mistake is actually
a misnomer. A ‘mistake’ is rather a known risk and then a
subsequent complication. 1 awsuits cannot be viewed as tinstart of the Darw inian process of weeding out doctors; that
process starts w.iy before then.
This current system is also Hawed because it penalizes any
doctor who has had a mistake-free career. It’s sad that they
have to pay millions of dollars in malpractice insurance for
something they never did. Unfortunately for them and us, a
few mistakes by bad doctors forces the mistake-free ones to
pay unequal amounts.
Out of all these reasons the one I find the most dishearten
ing is that, in the current system, doctors may no longer fo
cusing on healing a patient but rather on defensive medicine.
In other words, getting sued is such a frightening thought
for a doctor that they may no longer have the best interest of
the patient in mind. Rather, they take all the necessary steps
to ensure that they don’t get sued. Instead of just treating a
patient for the Hu doctor’s now order expensive blood tests
just to rule out rare and unusual diseases. These tests costs in
turn cost the patient a lot more money and if that patient is
not insured and cannot p.iy the bill, we all pay the rest of it in
hidden taxes.
So from now on, when you see these million dollar l.iwsuits against doctors for malpractice and you either think that
the plaintiff’s struggle is justified or you see the doctors as the
victims, just remember m the end though we are all victims.
It’s time for Obama to change that.
/Atch lAWtz is (I jiUinutlism junior onii Musttuu; IX u ly reporter.
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

I.ove volunteering? We are now
accepting applications for Program
Director position at Cal Poly’s
Student Community Services. Get
an app. from UU 217. Visit scs.
calpoly.edu for more info

JOURNALISM MAJORS AND
WRITKRS - contribute to a new
website catering to college
students. Job requires writing
a series o f articles that offer a
student’s perspective on academic
programs, nightlife, activities, &
events that make up student life.
Email jdmcali@yahoo.com for
more info

Announcements
I.aplop Repair
WWW.laptoprcpair.com
Student I^iscount. Fast Turnaround
(818)973-1066
Aikido Bej^inners Special
April 20-May 18. 5 Mons 630pm
Free Uniform Free Registration 8
free extra classes T-Th $75 special
($230 Value Pre-register Aikido o f
SLO senseiCa aikidoslo.com
www.aikidoslo.com

L. A. Sum m er Day C am ps
C ounselors, lifeguards & much
more, w w w .daycam pjobs.com

DAY C A M P SEEKS SUM M ER
STAFF. San Fernando and
Conejo Valleys. $3275-35(MH(888)784-CAM P www.workatcamp.com

Pop Culture Shock Therapy by Doug Bratton
popculturecomics com

0 Doug Bratton 2009

Housing
ROOM ATE WANTED ASAP Irm
in 3BR/2BA house, Imin to bus,
next to laguna shop, center $6(X)/
mo (805)478-7299 Avail NOW

CHECK a j r HAL’S
L i m WIEMER/

Planning a
Grad Trip?

□

Housing

Houses for Sale

Rooms for Rent 2 nxmis
available 4 rent in Santa Maria.
$500 each + dep, all utilities
included. Call/ text Freddie @
(805)268-0942 for more info.

For Sale 4 bed 2 bath $599.(KK)
Open House 4/18 & 4/19 lOam2pm 547 Ellen Way SLO. Don't
miss this great rental opportunity!
_________ 805-704-8(K)0 _______

Student share, very nice home in
Atascadero, 2 rms avail. $5(K)-t-util.
NP, NS. 805.698.4558
2 rooms available 4 rent in
Morro Bay home 500 each -(-de
posit call 805-215-3653
TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT San
Luis Obispo, 3bedr(xim, 3bath,
2car garage, 2decks, new applianc
es, great views, sunshine, beautiful,
clean, $2500prmnth, oneyear lease,
starting June 1st, 4studentsOK

NOW IS THE TIM E TO BUY A
H O USE Take Advantage o f Huge
Discounts and Historically Low
Mortgage Rates. Free List o f SLO
Hou.ses/ Condos for Sale.
steve@>slohomes.com
Nelson Real Estate 546-1990

¡luir. maiMujiJoiMiJ-i.

treuùneiili

1040 Court St & 1907 Broad St
San Luis Obispo, CA 9,3401
805.781.6188 solonlux. com

IMVERStTYOF

V tM U IT ü /
Africa!!

UVERNE

See our full ad
in the arts section

www.wildkingdomsafaris.com

www.laverne.edu

w w w .thepalintheatre.com

SA FA R IS A CU LT U R AL TOURS

Girls & Sports

by Justin Borus and A n d rew Feinstein

r

UOULD
YOU LIKE
I TO DANCE?

U ELL, WOULD YOU
LIKE TO DANCE
WITH ME?
ARE YOU
A GOOD
DANCER?

I HATE IT
WHEN I'M R E JE C T E D
FOR P E R F E C U Y
LOfiilCAL REASONS

THEN WHY
WOULD I
WANT TO
DANCE
WITH YOU?

.n

Green Laniern never ale pigs in a blanket again.

E l ) c is c x v I J o r k S i m c 0

E(dited by Will Shortz

^Cros.sword

A c ro s s

1 Comprehend

35 Pakistani leader
1977-88

14 Surgeon’s tool

42 X

15 Web addresses
16 Parts of a tea
set

43 Work unit

3 -Yeah, right!"

44 1946 Bing
Crosby hit

4 “To thine own
___ be true"

17 Spnghtly
18 Potitician's goal
19 Give the heaveho
20 1940s hit radio
show featuring
the bartender
Archie
23 Salad additive

33 Second-smallest
state Abbr
34 Instrument held
with two hands

2 Prego
competitor

5 Victimize
6 Ado

51 1960s sitcom set
in a P O W
camp

7 Geographical
datum

63

cotta

24 Marveled audibly 64 Wimbledon
surface
(at)
28 1939 James
Joyce novel

1 Delighted

50 Sculler's item

62 -A m ___ la te r

65 Head tor
66 Jew traditionally
dressed in a
black coat and
hat
67 Canned

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

6

D ow n

49 Blog messages

59 On the bnny

8

69 Solo

36 1960s sitcom
about a group of
castaways
xylophone

No. 0317

68 Period of time

6 Contemptible
10 Shade of many
a swimming pool
basin

41 G I entertainers

SU do I k u
© Puzzles by Pappocom

9 Ferrara ruling
family

5
■i

4

7

5

7_ 8

6 3
4
3
9
1
8 4 1 7’ 2
7
1
|5
4
9 6
7 3 4 «
1
8 4____'
5 ^ -6
!
2
8
1 9_
V EASY
#54
"

10 Ad exhortation
11 Status___
12 Good times

30 “
Fly Now
( Rocky- theme)
31 Tummy muscles
3 2 - _ .. won’t!"
33 Establishment
with a revolving
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Jackson wants Lakers to
avoid letup against Jazz
Beth Harris
a s s ( k ; i a t l i ) i>hi s s

LOS ANGELES — l»hil Jackson
wants a better sustained effort from
the Lakers against the Utah Jazz. Not
a repeat of the second half when
Utah camped out at the free-throw
line, scored inside and mucked up the
How.
Sure, the Lakers won Sunday’s
series opener by 13 points, hut they
got outscored in the second half after
leading by 22 at the break.
Jackson was so displeased with the
final 24 minutes that he wrote a mes
sage afterward in the locker room:
“ 15? Not like that.” He was referring
to the team needing 15 more victo
ries to win its first NBA champion
ship since 2002.
“We’re not going to win 15
games if we play like that,” Jackson
said Monday. “This is a time of the
season where you look for improve
ment.”
The Jazz will be looking to end its
10-game losing skid at Staples Camiter in (iame 2 Tuesday night. Utah
coach Jerry Sloan questioned his
team’s nastiness after their loss, and he
was still prodding them Monday.
“You’ve got to get up and guard
people,” he said. “This is the playoffs.
It’s not the regular season. We’re play
ing, to some extent, like it’s a regu
lar-season game. They’re too good a
team to play that way.”
('arlos Boozer offered his inter
pretation of Sloan’s demand for nas
tiness.
“Our style is physical, in your face,
scrappy, feisty, whatever you want to
call it,” he said. “We’ve got to make

Sharks
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positive attitude echoed through
the .Sharks’ dressing room Mon
day before their Hight to Orange
(xnmty for Game 3 on Tuesday
night.
“ I sense disappointment, but not
doubt,” McLellan said. “We’re not
changing the way we play. We’ve
proven the way we play is the right
way. The execution has to improve.
... We’re playing well, but they’re
playing well. We’re one goal be
hind in both games, with — in my
opinion — more chances.”
McLellan acknowledges it’s
time to get something out of
those chances — to put some of
those opportunities past Anaheim
goalie Jonas Hiller, who has been
phenomenal in his first two NHL
playoff games. The Sharks have a
gaping 76-43 advantage in shots
during the first two games, but
their O-for-12 power pl.iy is just
the most obvious symptom of a
team-wide shooting slump.
“We’ve got to trust our game
and know what to do when the
pressure comes,” center Joe Eavelski said. “ If we keep working and
putting another 45 shots on net,
something gtiod is going to happen.
Aside from their power play,
the Sharks’ biggest Haw seems to
be creating traffic m front of the
net to prevent Hiller from getting

them feel that all night long.”
the offensive boards, another stat that
Utah controlled the second half, Jackson found irksome.
outscoring the Lakers 60-51 al
“We could be doing a lot better,
though the Jazz never got closer than but a lot of that is because (l)eron)
nine points twice.
Williams takes so much of an effort
“I didn’t like the way we carried fmm our big guys,” he said. “They’re
ourselves at the end of the game and trying to stay in front of him because
the start of the second half,” Jack- it’s hard for our guards to stop that
son said. “There’s a tendency for this drive then it’s leaving (Paul) Millsap
team when they do that to let up in and Boozer and other guys open op 
the third quarter. I don’t like that. It’s portunities to rebound the ball.”
about playing hard all the time and
The Jazz’s road struggles this sea
playing with purpose.”
son were well documented, but Utah
The Jazz’s biggest impact came is 2S-81 away from home in franchise
at the line, where Utah was 29-of- playoff games.
35, and the repeated trips slowed the
“If we steal one tomorrow then
game down.
the series is back in our favor, but no
“You give a team free throws, then matter what, they’ve still got to come
all of a sudden it stops the momen to Salt Lake,” lioozer said.
tum and the game becomes choppy
Williams had 16 points and a
and they sneak back into the game,” career playoff-high 17 assists while
Kobe Bryant said. “Emm that point playing 45 minutes in the opener,
forward, it’s an uphill battle to try to and he’s ready to go the full 48 Tues
regain momentum.They kept getting day if need be.
to nine, 10, but they never were able
“It just all depends on how the
to break through that and that was game is going. If we’re down 20
good execution on our part.”
points at halftime, then I’m probably
The Jazz scored 44 points in the going to play most of the game,” he
paint Sunday despite the absence of said.“If we’re hanging in there, Brev’s
center Mehmet Okur, who averages (Brevin Knight) playing good and
17 points. He worked out on the the second group is clicking, then he
sideline during Monday’s practice, can probably afford to leave me out a
but the Jazz said it would be a game- little longer.”
time decision whether he can play
Eor his part, Bryant relishes the
with a strained right hamstring.
Jazz’s physical styie.
“Mehmo does so much for our
“It’s the same old Utah, they’re
team,” Boozer said. “He spreads the just going to keep coming at you,” he
rioor out. Not many centers step out said.“It’s East C'oast-style basketball.”
and shoot 3s and bring the opposing
Jackson’s teams have never lost a
center out of the paint. We’re missing playoff series after w'inning (iame 1,
his ortense. We’re missing his pres going 41-for-41 with (Chicago and
ence out there.”
the Lakers.
The Jazz outrebounded the Lak
“We just don’t want to be the
ers by eight, and held a 20-7 edge on team that (messes) it up,” Bryant said.

clean looks at the puck. Ryane
(Howe’s goal in (iame 2, which
ended a 174-minute playoff score
less streak for the Sharks, resulted
from a shot through traffic, but
Anaheim’s defensive determination
has kept Hiller’s sighthnes mostly
clean.
“ I think the whole team is doing
a great job right now boxing guys
out,” Hiller said. “ I see the puck
pretty well, especially against a
team like San Jose who always has
a lot of guys in front of the net.”
The Ducks made the 1-hour
Hight back to Anaheim after (iame
2, enjoying the benefits o f a rela
tively short postseason commute
in a conference that sometimes re
quires trips to Nashville or Detroit
from the West (Hiast.
Anaheim had divergent feel
ings after its outstanding pLiyoff
start. (A'liter Ryan Getzlafsaid the
I )ucks “never thought we’d go into
their building and manage to steal
a couple,” but defenseman (Hiris
I’ronger disagreed while summing
up the reasons for their wins.
“ I don’t think we’re surprised.”
I’ronger said. “ I think we match
up pretty well with San Jose, and
on the other side, they’re prob
ably saying the same thing. We
were fortunate to get some breaks
and get some leads. Jonas has been
great, and our specialty teams have
been good.”
Such an upset wouldn’t be a
real shock from a historic perspec
tive on the NHL, where the eighth
team in each conference’s pLiyoff
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bracket typically is much more
competitive with the top clubs
than in the NBA, for example.
Seven No. 8 seeds since 1664
have won first-round NHL playoff
series, and the Ducks are no aver
age eighth seed. Anaheim still has
the veteran core of the club that
won the Stanley (Tip in 2007, but
its indifferent play midway through
this regular season nearly kept the
Ducks out of the playoffs until
their strong finish.
The Sharks realize another
loss would all but seal their big
gest postseason collapse, but they
still claim to believe their superior
process finally will yield results
— even if it’s down to its last few
chances.
“There’s no panic,” Pavelski said.
“ I’ve been on enough teams that
have gone into something like this,
and you can come out o f it just as
e.isv.”

Yankees
continued from page 12

thony (Claggett, who was promptly
optioned to Tnple-A ScrantonWilkes Barre the next cLiy.
Besides, it was a cool, windy cou
ple oftlays in the Big Apple.
But either way, this much is
certain: What would have made an
interesting case study back when
Girardi was finishing up his bach
elor of science degree in 1686 could
wind up costing him his job.
While the Yankees may be able
to hold their own in a Home Run
1)erl-)y most days, the organization’s
blueprint has always stressed pitching.
That’s why general manager Brian
(Cashman paid top dollar to lock up
(C(C Sabatina and A.J. Burnett for a
combined dozen years, and bring
Andy Eettitte back for one.
If those guys struggle to keep
the ball in the park, imagine how
it’s going to affect youngsters like
Joba (Chamberlain and Phil Hughes,
whom the Yankees are counting on
to keep the staff strong for years to
come. Plus, teams that play in sta
diums that have become launching
pads for homers — think Rockies,
Rangers, Reds, Phillies or Astms —
have had a tough time convincing
ffee-agent pitchers to relocate thea*.
Pity the poor Yankees. Patience
IS always at a premium and it’s not
like they haven’t spent plenty on
the new ballpark ala*ady. A year
ago, after receiving an anonymous
tip that a construction worker from
the Bronx — who happened to be
a Red Sox fan — had buried a I )avid Ortiz jersey in conca*te near the
clubhouse, the club spaa'd no ex
pense to get it out. Workers wound
up jackhammering through two
feet of the stuff to get it out.
But the tune and effort that a*quired could pale alongside getting
rid of this latest curse. It’s not just
engineers who know how hard it is
to try and catch the wind.

though, appears to have caught just
about everybody by surprise.
Former Yankees star and current
('ubs manager Lou Einiella brought
his team to New York at the begin
ning of the month for two exhibi
tion games and left grumbling about
a “wind tunnel” after the home
team hit seven homers and easily
won both.Turns out he might have
been on to something.
Architects sited the new stadium
so some well-heeled fans could take
the ferry across the 1larlem River
to get to the game. They also left
the concourses open so that fans
on their way to and from the pricey
concession stands could follow the
action. Unlike the old park, when a
stiff ba*eze comes off the river on
the third base side and blows out to
ward right, it meets little resistance.
Just before Sunday’s game, (Hevelaud manager Eric Wedge finished
his own unscientific experiment
confirming the same thing. Sitting
in the visitor’s tlugout along the
third base side, he stuck up an arm
and pointed behind him.
“1 think there’s something hap
pening behind here,” he concluded.
It’s too early to say for sure. For
one thing. New York’s lineup packed
plenty of power even before adding
Mark Texeira’s potent bat. and three
of the Yankee blasts against the (Tibs
came off left-hander fed Lilly, who
gives up more home runs per nine
innings pitched, on average, than
any active starter.
Eor another, the Indians aren’t
strangers to scoring in bunches, ei
ther. And (Cleveland’s 14-run explo
sion in the second inning Saturday
began against struggling starter
(Chien-Ming Wang and continued
Jim Utke is a national sports coluntagainst just-called-up a'liever An tiisl for 'llu ’ Assiviatcil 1^‘ss.
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An umpire watches as the (Cleveland Indians pound multiple home
runs against the New York Yankees last week.
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Cal Poly Surf Team makes waves
Jennifer Titcom b
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When campus is fast asleep, hours before
students’ alarms sound, C'al Poly surfers are
awake taking advantage of the C'entral C-oast’s
award-winning waves.
Last month Surfline.com ranked C>al Poly
the third best surf school in America. Fac
tors that went into the decision were diftlculty to get accepted, dift'iculty of curriculum,
the nightlife, access to surf, size of waves and
whether surf classes and a surf team were of
fered.
“If there are waves around a college of
course surfers are going to apply and go there,”
said Cal l^ily Surf Team president and nutri
tion freshman Alana Hendrickson.
COURTESV PHOTO
University of California San Diego took
the top award with University of C'alifor- Members of the Cal Poly surf team gather for a photo. Cal Poly was ranked as the third
nia Santa Cruz a close second. Cal Poly rival best surf school in America recently.
University of C'alifornia Santa Barbara took
waves are found in C'ayucos and Los Osos.
fourth. Not all top 10 finishers were located to a great school.”
“(The coast) faces north and that’s where
Fuchs started surfing four years ago in
in California; University of Hawaii, University
of North C'arolina, Wilmington, University of Long Island, N.Y. He said he’s used to the cold the swell conies from so it’s just really exposed
Khode Island and Florida Institute of Tech Atlantic Ocean water and unlike his peers, de and gets a lot of waves,” he explained.
Cal Poly attended five competitions in
scribes the water’s temperature as a treat.
nology- made the cut.
Hendrickson, a Hawaii native, said she had Southern California this year, but because of
While Surfline.com gave praise for the
a hard time get- busy schedules, many team members couldn’t
amount of great ______________________
ting used to the make the contests.
surt spots, C'al
The team didn’t earn a spot in the Nation
water and found
Poly was down
the waves here al Scholastic Surfing Association’s top 20, but
graded because
were scarier than pkiced ninth in 200S.
of the cold and
Hendrickson has high hopes for a more
Maui.
windy
spring
“I don’t know competitive team next season. She plans on
conditions.
if
it’s because getting the word out that the team exists.
Not surprised
when the waves “Most people 1 tell about it are like,‘oh, we
by the ranking
come in it’s just have a surt" team?”’she said.
were members
Publicizing tryouts is the top priority. Hen
a big wall and
of CLil Poly’s
it just breaks on drickson missed tryouts but ended up mak
Surf Team. “I
you,
whereas, ing the team when a surter couldn’t make a
think they were
back
home
there competition.
right on,” said
—Alana
Hendrickson
“There is definitely talent here it’s just a
is a peak so you
civil engineering
t'.al Poly surf'team
can get around matter of scouting them out,” Hendrickson
freshman James ______________________
said. “I’m sure there is even more out there
it,” she said.
Fuchs.
“You
Construction management sophomore Jor that would like to be on it. I really want to
kind of can’t beat this place. It’s the best of
both worlds: You can surf all the time and go dan Stern said some of the Central ('oast’s best open up that option next year.”

there are waves
around a college, o f
course surfers are
going to apply and go
there.

Shocked Sharks sticking to plan after 2 losses
Greg Beacham
ASSO< lATKD PRESS

SAN JOSE, Calif. — Through
out the San Jose Sharks’ outstand
ing regular season, rookie coach
Todd McLellan always insisted the
results didn’t matter as much as

the process.
Even while the Sharks racked
up the best record in franchise
history, he mostly praised their
steady growth and consistent ef
fort, not the growing pile of vic
tories.
Trouble is, the Sharks’ six out

standing months have counted for
absolutely nothing in the first few
days of the NHL playofls.
With just two goals and a boat
load of missed chances in two
tight games, the Presidents’ Tro
phy winners already are down
0-2 to the playotT-tested, results-

oriented Anaheim Ducks.
The top-seeded Sharks’ effort
and growth are still fine, McLel
lan now says — but the results had
better catch up in the next two
games, or this delightful season
will be another disaster for his
playoff-poor franchise.
“You can play good and play
close all you want, but we’re not
in the process part (of the season),”
McLellan said Monday. “We’re in
the winning part.”
San Jose has struggled with
that part o f the playoff equation
for four years now. Three straight
ousters in the postseason’s second
round led to coach Ron Wilson’s
firing and McLellan’s arrival from
the Detroit Red Wings, who were
last season’s champions — but also
the last No. 1 seed to fall to a No.
8, when Edmonton pulled the up
set in 2006.
Yet even after two close defeats
in the Shark Tank, where they lost
just five times in regulation all
season, McLellan still believes San
Jose is playing well enough to be
rewarded eventually. His quietly
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Cleveland Indians right fielder
Trevor Crowe, shown above, is
unsuccessful in bringing in a
homerun at Yankee Stadium.
Jim Litke
ASS(K lAH D PRESS

You ilon’t need an industrial engi
neering degree like the one joe (iirardi got from Northwestern to know
something hinny is going on at the
Yankees’ swanky new stadium. But if
your livelihood depends on winning
games there, as his does, it certainly
can’t hurt.
No sooner did the $ 1.5-billion
baseball emporium open its doors last
week than baseballs began flying out
at a a'cord pace.Thea* were 20 by the
time the four-game series against the
\nsiting Indians ended Suiuiay with a
split, the most ever during an opening
honu-stand at a new park.
“It seems to be playing somewhat
short. You don’t see this many home
runs usually,” the Yankees manager
said a day earlier, after watching his
team lose the long-ball battle 6-2 and
the game 22-4. “It’s ttxi early to tell,
but the early indications are the balls
are carrying to right field.”
No kidding.
Fourteen of the 20 homers during
the series left the yard in that direc
tion, including the decisive blow Sun
day by pinch-hitter Jorge Posada. The
umps confirmed the two-run shot
after looking at a video replay, be
cause a fan in the first row appeared
to interfere with Cleveland outfielder
Trevor Crowe’s leaping stab at the ball.
Even stranger might have been (iirardi musing afterward that if the wind
was gusting as strongly as the previous
few days, a replay would have been
unnecessary.
“The ball would have landed an
other six, maybe eight rows up,” he
said.
It shouldn’t come as a shock that
the wind would blow hard through
any house that George Steinbrenner
and family built. Exactly how hard.
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San Jo se’s Jo e Thornton tumbles during the Sharks’ gam e two loss to the Anaheim Ducks.

see Sharks, page 11
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